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Goal: Bridging mathematical theory and practical constraints.
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Crucial for my research success: my research group

Top: Tim Fuchs, Olga Graf, Claudio Verdun
Middle: Dr Nada Sissouno, FK, Stefan Bamberger
Bottom: Dr Carlos Amendola Ceron, Oleh Melnyk, Patricia Römer
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Outline

1 Three Motivating Problems
2 High Dynamic Range Imaging
3 Random Convolutions
4 Ptychography
5 Summary
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High Dynamic Range Imaging
• Motivation: Key component in
imaging devices:
Analog-to-digital converter (ADC)
evaluates signal at given locations
Problem: Traditional ADC saturates
at some level
⇒ Imaging sensors can capture only
intensities in limited dynamic range.

⇒ Modulo observations

fIn

(a)

Dynamic Range

• New approach in circuit design:
Self-reset ADC:
When reaching the saturation
threshold, reset

fOut

fOut

Usual ADC

Self-reset ADC

(b1) Self-reset ADC Image

(b2)

Reset Count Map

How can one recover the image?
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Coded Aperture Imaging
• Intuition:
Pinhole camera with
multiple holes
Observed coded aperture
image is subsampled
2D-convolution of the
image and the point spread
function of the aperture.

• Idea:
Exploit structure of signal
to reduce degrees of
freedom.

• Task:
Accurately reconstruct
object from linear
measurements.
• Question: How should one choose the aperture?
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Reconstruction from ptychographic
measurements

Figure: Simplified ptychography experiment
setup for overlapping raster scan positions.
Parallel ptychographic reconstruction,
Optics Express 22(26), pp. 32082-32097
(2014).

• Coherent Diffraction
Imaging yields
phaseless Fourier
measurements
• Ptychography:
Acquire multiple
masked
measurements.
• Hope: Redundancy
can help recover the
lost phase
• How should one place
the masks? How can
one recover?
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Common Paradigm in these Problems

Aim: Design/adjust the imaging system in such a way that the
underlying inverse problem is less ill-posed.
Solution strategies the examples:
1
2
3

Incorporating modulo operation
Randomly chosen aperture pattern
Focused illumination on different regions of the specimen.

→ Joint design of hardware and software.
My mission: Provide the mathematical theory to design efficient
devices with guaranteed performance
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Featured students: Olga Graf (PhD stud.)

and Thomas Poskitt, undergraduate student at Imperial College,
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering
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Mathematical Starting Point

• Analog to Digital Converters are
at the heart of all digital systems.
• Evaluate analog signal at discrete
sampling points nT , n ∈ Z.
• Goal: Recover signal f from these
samples f (nT ).
• Key aspect of the theory of Claude
Shannon.
• Intuition: Possible if f has no
high-frequency content.
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Bandlimited functions
• Apply low-pass filter to f to delete high frequency content.
• Mathematically (for bandwidth 1), this corresponds to
R
convolution g = f ∗ sinc := R f (· − x) sinc(x)dx for
sinc(x) = sin(x)
x .
Reason: Fourier transform translates convolution into
multiplication, so
d = fb · χ
gb = fb · sinc

1 1 .
[− 2 , 2 ]

• Resulting g bandlimited function, i.e., up to normalization,


1 1
supp (b
g) ⊂ − ,
2 2
• Analogously for arbitrary bandwidth Ω.
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The Sampling Theorem
(Shannon, Kotelnikov, ...)

If f is bandlimited with bandwidth Ω, then for any T Ω ≤ 1,
X
f (t) = T
f (nT ) sinc (t − nT ).
n∈Z

• Nyquist rate: Minimal sampling rate T = Ω1
• Challenge: The ADCs must extract signal values at all scales.
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Practical Problem with Realization
of Sampling Theory
ADCs are limited in Dynamic Range. (Only a finite range of
amplitudes can be recorded)

• In context of audio, this leads to clipping artifacts.
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Image Saturation
ADCs are limited in Dynamic Range. (Only a finite range of
amplitudes can be recorded)

• In context of images, this leads to washing out of bright
features.
• Solution: Take multiples images at different exposures (“HDR”
mode on iPhone).
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Typical Strategies
Typically, the dynamic range limitation of the ADCs is overcome
using purely computational approaches where the recovery of lost
signal is posed as an inverse problem.
Broadly speaking, class of solutions include:
• Image fusion (as in previous example)
• Interpolation
• Inpainting

• De-clipping (convex optimization)
Can we co-design hardware (ADCs) and software (algorithms) for
overcoming the dynamic range limitation problem?
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Self-Reset Analog-to-Digital Converters
• Recently introduced in the context of CMOS
(= complementary metal oxide semiconductor) imagers
[Rhee/Joo (‘03), Sasagawa et al. (‘16)].
• Recall idea: When f (t) reaches saturation threshold ±λ
reset to the respective other threshold ∓λ
→ modulo samples
yn = Mλ (f (nT )) := ((f (nT ) + λ) mod 2λ) − λ
fIn
Dynamic Range

(a)

fOut

fOut

Usual ADC

Self-reset ADC

(b1) Self-reset ADC Image

(b2)

Reset Count Map
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Unlimited Sampling
Previous work:
• Keep track of reset count map.
Our work:
• Recover without access to reset count map
• Inverse problem
• Advantages: Reduce storage cost, no need
to precisely capture when resets happen
→ US patent granted (funded by MIT)

Courtesy: K. Sasagawa et al. , “An
implantable CMOS image sensor with
self-reset pixels for functional brain
imaging,” IEEE Trans. Electron Devices,
vol. 63, no. 1, pp. 215–222, Jan. 2016.

Unlimited Sampling:
• Circuit design independent of range.
• Only for recovery algorithm, one needs
some estimate βg > ||f ||∞ .
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Understanding self-reset ADCs
Recall: When reaching the upper or lower saturation threshold, the
self-reset ADC resets to the respective other threshold.
Questions: Is a bandlimited function g uniquely determined by the
modulo samples {yk }k∈Z ?
Can one recover g from the yk ’s?
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Recovery Result
Theorem (Bhandari, FK,
Raskar, IEEE Transactions on
Signal Processing ‘21)
Given modulo samples
yk = Mλ (f (t))|t=kT , k ∈ Z
of a bandlimited function f at rate
T <

1
TNyquist
πe

and given some βg ∈ 2λZ with
kf k∞ 6 βg , our algorithm
recovers f up to the ambiguity of
adding a multiple of 2λ.

• Algorithm based on recovering finite
differences.
• Inverting them is stable, as we can
operate on the 2λ-grid.
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One-bit Unlimited Sampling
• Goal: Digital representation, just
Theorem (Graf, Bhandari, FK,
one bit (= ±1) per sample.
ICASSP 2019)
• Strategy: Sigma-Delta
Given one-bit modulo samples of a
Modulation
bandlimited, not superoscillating
• keep track of accumulated
error
• compensate error made in
previous sampling points.

function f at sufficient rate and some
βg > kf k∞ ,
our spline-based reconstruction
algorithm recovers f˜ up to additive
multiples of 2λ with error decreasing
linearly in T .

• Best student paper award
at ICASSP 2019
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Application to imaging
(Bhandari, FK, Intl. Conf. Image Proc. (2020))
• Goal: Single-shot high dynamic
range imaging
• Bandlimited model does not apply
as images have sharp edges
• What saves us: Lenses in modern
imaging sensors creates local
smoothness
• Perform modulo operation directly
then, before postprocessing
• Appropriate model at that stage:
B-Splines
• We show 1D-recovery guarantees
based on interpolation inequality
by Kolmogorov (1949).
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Applying our method line by line
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How well does our method work for real
world signals?
• Driving questions: How good is our model? How well does
Unlimited Sensing work in practice?
• Our hardware prototype serves as a testbed
• Implements modulo sampling for various thresholds
(a) Printed Circuit Board

Continuous-time Input Signal

(b) Hardware Prototype

Continuous-time Input Signal

(c) Input and Output on an Oscilloscope

Live Demo

https://youtu.be/JuZg80gUr8M

Continuous-time
Modulo Output
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Video demonstration
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A first glance: Improved accuracy
Experiment:
• Generate bandlimited signal
• Apply modulo operation in analog domain via our hardware
prototype
• Visualize resulting modulo signal and original signal using
an oscilloscope
• Original signal is rescaled to dynamic range via automatic
gain control.
• Due to rescaling, modulo signal
exhibits higher precision.
• Zoom in:
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A closer look: Rare artefacts

• Observation : Real data can
show occasional outliers.
• Consequence: Residues and
their finite differences no
longer lie on grid of size 2λ.
• Note: Residue remains
piecewise constant, finite
difference remains sparse.
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Recovery idea
• Idea: Observation is sum of
the sampled bandlimited
signal γ[k] and a piecewise
constant sequence −r [k].
• Finite difference is the sum
of a sampled bandlimited
signal ∆γ and finitely many
spikes ∆r .
• In Fourier domain:
Bandlimited part γ
spikes ∆r

↔
↔

compactly supported γ
b,
c.
trigonometric polynomial ∆r
c = ∆r
c
• Oberservation: Outside of bandwidth, ∆y
→ one can identify r via Prony’s method (in experiments:
Matrix pencil).
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Recovery guarantees

Theorem (Fourier Domain Reconstruction, Bhandari, FK,
Poskitt, to appear in IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing)
• Consider a τ -periodic bandlimited signal g .
• Assume non-ideal modulo nonlinearity applied to g gives rise
to at most M folding instances.

 
• Suppose that K > 2 Ωτ
2π + M + 1 and T = τ /K .

Then our Fourier-Prony algorithm recover the samples
γ[k] = g (kT ) from the non-ideal modulo samples.
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Revisiting the hardware experiments
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Sparsity of natural images

• Observation: In appropriate basis/dictionary, only few
coefficients are significant.
• Sparsity: The signal x ∈ CN , has an approximately k-sparse
P
representation in a basis {bi }, i.e., x ≈ kj=1 xkj bkj .
• Important examples: Wavelet basis, Fourier/DCT basis, . . .
• Goal: Recover sparse signal from coded aperture image.
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Compressive Sensing
• Recall: Measurement operation is linear.
• Problem class: Reconstruct sparse x from m  n noisy
linear measurements, that is, from y = Ax + e, where
A ∈ Cm×n and kek2 ≤ η.
• Underdetermined system
⇒ Many solutions
• Objective: We seek solution
with the smallest support.
• Problems:

• Support size minimization is a non-convex problem (NP-hard).
• Bad conditioning ⇒ Susceptible to noise
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The Restricted Isometry Property (RIP)
• Need stronger condition for the matrix A:
Definition [Candès,Romberg,Tao ’06]
A matrix A ∈ Cm×n has the RIP of order s and level δ ∈ (0, 1) if
(1 − δ)kxk22 ≤ kAxk22 ≤ (1 + δ)kxk22

for all s-sparse x ∈ Cn

(1)

RIP constant δs (A): the smallest δ satisfying (1).

• Important consequence (e.g., Cai-Zhang ’14):

• Let A ∈ Cm×n have the RIP with s = 2k and δ < √1
2
• Assume x k-sparse satisfies y = Ax + e for kek2 ≤ η
• Then x # = arg min kzk1 satisfies kx − x # k2 = O(η)
kAz−y k2 ≤η

→

x#

can be computed by a linear program.
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Further RIP-Based Recovery Guarantees

The RIP also implies guaranteed recovery for
• Total variation minimization
(Needell, Ward ’13, FK, Ward, IEEE Trans. Image Proc. ’14)
• Iteratively reweighted least squares
(Daubechies, DeVore, Fornasier, Güntürk ’10)
• Greedy algorithms such as orthogonal matching pursuit
(Zhang ’11)
• The gradient projection method
(Beck, Teboulle ’11)
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Model for Coded Apertures:
Subsampled Random Convolutions
• Recall coded aperture image:
Superposition of different shifts ⇒ convolution with mask.
n
P
• Convolution: x 7→  ∗ x, ( ∗ x)k =
(k−j) mod n xj (linear in x).
j=1

• Mask: Rademacher random vector , i.e., independent,
mean-zero, ±1 entries.

• Subsampling PΩ : Restriction to a deterministic subset of size
m or a random subset of size m chosen uniformly at random.
• Associated matrix A:
Partial circulant matrix,
Ax := √1m PΩ ( ∗ x)

=

.
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RIP for Random Convolutions
• A partial circulant matrix A based on a Rademacher vector
satisfies
δs (A) =

sup
x∈S n−1

k √1m PΩ x ∗ k22 − kxk22

| supp x|≤s

=

sup
x∈S n−1

kVx k22 − EkVx k22 ,

| supp x|≤s

where Vx is defined through Vx y :=

√1 PΩ x
m

• Resulting expression is a special case of a
Rademacher chaos process h, Mi.

∗ y.
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Positive Definite Rademacher Chaos
Theorem [FK, Rauhut, Mendelson (Comm. Pure Appl. Math., ’14)]
Let A ⊂ Cm×N be a symmetric set of matrices, A = −A.
Let  be a Rademacher vector of length n. Then
E sup kAk22 − EkAk22 . dF (A)γ2 (A, k·k2→2 )+γ2 (A, k·k2→2 )2 .
A∈A

• Talagrand γ2 -functional: Complexity parameter arising in the
theory of empirical processes.
• dF : diameter of the space in the Frobenius norm.
• Proof ingredients:

Decoupling, generic chaining, concentration of measure,...

• Has since been applied as a tool in various other areas.
(Machine learning, Johnson-Lindenstrauss embeddings,
quantization, random embeddings of manifolds ...)
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Estimate for Random Convolutions

Theorem [FK, Rauhut, Mendelson (Comm. Pure Appl. Math., ’14)]
Let  be a Rademacher vector and let A be the associated
partial circulant (random) matrix for a deterministic set Ω
with |Ω| = m & C s log2 (n) log2 (s).
Then with high probability one can recover any s-sparse
signal x via the convex program x # = arg miny =Az kzk1
from measurements y .
Proof idea: Estimate covering numbers via Fourier analysis.
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Featured students: Anton Forstner (MSc)
Oleh Melnyk (PhD stud.)
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Ptychography
• Coherent diffraction imaging:
Illuminate specimen with X-ray
beam, record far field diffraction
pattern
• Ptychography:
Focus beam on small region of the
object → move object to obtain
multiple images
• Detector measures magnitudes of
Fourier coefficients
Yj,` = (Fd [w ◦ S` x0 ])j

2

+ η`,j .

w =window, S` = shift, η`,j =noise
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Algorithms for Phase Retrieval
Two standard methods:
• Alternating Projections (Gerchberg-Saxton, Fienup,
Marchesini)
• Gradient descent, e.g. Wirtinger Flow (Soltanolkotabi, Wang,
Giannakis)
Common properties:
• Local convergence
• No global convergence
• Require good initial guess
• Intuitive iterations
Alternative by Iwen, Viswanathan, Yang (2016):
Non-iterative approach to ptychographic phase retrieval based on
Wigner distribution deconvolution.
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BlockPR

[Iwen, Preskitt, Saab, Viswanathan]

A fast algorithm for Wigner distribution deconvolution

Pros:
• Non-iterative

Measurements

• Fast
• Modular

Fast inversion
of linear system

• Can be used as
initialization

Banded Matrix
via
diagonal
Magnitude

Phase
Synchronization
Phase
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BlockPR (II)
In many practical
scenarios linear system is
unstable or
non-invertible.

Measurements
Fast inversion
of linear system
Banded Matrix
via
diagonal
Magnitude

Phase
Synchronization
Phase
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BlockPR (III)
Measurements

Strategy (Forstner, FK,
Melnyk, Sissouno,
Inv. Prob. (2020))

Fast inversion
of truncated
linear system
Truncated Banded Matrix
Completion
of lost entries

Exploit redundancies
resulting from structural
information to complete
missing data and
stabilize the system.

Banded Matrix
via
diagonal
Magnitude

Phase
Synchronization
Phase
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Symmetries can cause problems

Theorem (Forstner, FK, Melnyk, Sissouno, Inv. Prob. (2020))
For d even and any symmetric window w the linear system in the
BlockPR algorithm does not have a unique solution, so the
algorithm does not recover the banded matrix completely.
The subspace completion step resolves this bottleneck and
recovery is possible.
→ symmetric windows naturally occur in practice as they inherit
the symmetry of the optical setup.
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Removing symmetry effects
d = 256

Reconstruction Error (mean)

d = 255
100

100

10−1

10−1

10−2
10−2
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
Photons per pixel

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
Photons per pixel

BlockPR + Subspace Completion (Our method)

BlockPR

w : Gaussian mask of width 8
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Regularization

Reconstruction Error (mean)

d = 256
100
Gerchberg-Saxton
Wirtinger Flow
BlockPR + SC10−1
BlockPR + SC10−2
BlockPR + SC10−2.5
BlockPR + SC10−3
BlockPR + SC10−4

10−1

10−2
101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109
Photons per pixel

w:
BlockPR + SC :

Gaussian mask of width 8.
Regularized version of our method with
truncation parameter ε.
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Example: 1D piecewise constant
Table: Worst out of 100 reconstructions for 107 photons per pixel
w : Gaussian mask of width 8.
Phase [0, 2π]
Original signal

Gerchberg-Saxton
Wirtinger Flow
BlockPR+SC10−3
BlockPR+SC10−4
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Summary
Mathematical analysis of three approaches, how understanding
• Overcoming range limitations via modulo sampling
• Compressive sensing with coded apertures
• Recovery from ptychographic measurements.

My mission: Provide the mathematical theory to design efficient
imaging devices with guaranteed performance
Research agenda:
• Apply these paradigms to new fields:
radar, deflectometry, video, . . .
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